Globalization is currently an important wonders subjecting on economic activities
on Bhakkar that was analyzed through statistical formulas.
Introduction
Fast changes are seeing at cultural level, as a result of increasing globalization and reforms in the third world countries in recent times. It is also experiential that culture is being changed rapidly from late 90s. Though its changing process started just after World War II, western culture controls over the rest of the world since early in twentieth century. This is presently observed that it has been one kind of cultural domination which Mankera is supposed to be the middle of the great Thal. It is presumably a place of antiquity and is believed to be a historical heritage. It is right to add that, among these large stretches of sand, the historic and historical places of this region need to be preserved. Some of the historians even regard Kallurkot to be an old place located in the western Punjab. The town has some historical places like Dilkusha Bagh (a garden) which is believed to be a Mughal era .It may seem remarkable the golden garden is associated with great empire of Mughal,
Humayun.
The old town was walled and had virtually gates such as Tavela gate and Imamanwala gate. The only remaining gate Jinnah Gate With the regard to the evolution , the Seraiki language the linguistic experts believe that this 
Literature Review
A good number of books and articles have been reviewed to collect required data and to prove the importance of Selecting the study. These are:
Cultural Imperialism, by Jhon Tomlinson (1991) . 
Results
The following tables are giving the results as per each question according to institution wise, gender wise and subject wise. 
